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If you’re daunted by the task
of selling, rest assured you are
not alone.
In our ‘Growth Survey’ of UK start-ups and micro businesses, people told
us that selling was their biggest fear after money worries – with 39% of
business owners saying they hated “selling myself and persuading people to
buy from me”.
The fact is that most people don’t set up their own business because they
are good at selling. They have an idea, a skill or a passion which drives them
and selling is a necessary part of turning that dream into a reality.
But you don’t have to turn into a smooth-talking charmer to become better
at selling. Your expertise and natural enthusiasm for what you do and your
willingness to help are the key attributes that will help you successfully sell
your products and services.
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About Sage One

Since 1981, Sage has been at the heart of the British economy and over 830,000 UK companies
(6 million worldwide) now use our desktop software to run their business.
More recently we created Sage One, an easy online accounts and payroll service for start-ups, micro
businesses and first time entrepreneurs.
For a low-cost monthly subscription, Sage One includes free 24 hour telephone and email support
from our award-winning Customer Support Team in Newcastle, plus a wide range of tips and advice
through our blogs, emails and social media.
Find out more and try it free at http://uk.sageone.com (UK) or www.sageone.ie (Ireland)
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1. What’s stopping you
from selling?
Small business owners have never been more optimistic about the road ahead.
In our Growth Survey, 95% of respondents told us they planned to expand their
business over the next year.

However, ‘lack of time’ is the biggest barrier to growth, according to our survey. When you are
running your own business and meeting the needs of your existing customers, you can often find
yourself too busy to find or sell to new ones.
It’s a common scenario. You don’t prioritise selling until there’s a lull in business. But in today’s
competitive markets, buyers may need time to decide and you need constant prospects in your sales
pipeline to avoid sudden dips in revenue.
Confidence to seal the deal is another key issue. In our survey, 9% of respondents said that
converting interest into sales online was the biggest barrier to growth and 6% said the same about
converting interest into sales offline.
But selling is not a trick or a technique. It’s about knowing your own business inside out and
understanding the needs of your customers. It’s about listening and helping, not just persuading
or cajoling.
Remember this – what is ‘selling’ to you is ‘buying’ to your customer. Your role is to help them buy
and you are probably much better at it than you realise.
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Selling is not a trick or a technique. It’s about knowing your own
business inside out and understanding the needs of your customers.
It’s about listening and helping, not just persuading or cajoling.

2. Doing the groundwork
You can’t succeed at selling by winging it – you need to put in the
groundwork. With the right preparation, you’ll go into sales meetings
with more confidence, be better able to handle questions and
objections, and more likely to negotiate a good deal.

Find your niche
If you are just starting out in business, you’ll need to identify your target audience before you start
marketing and selling. If you sell to consumers, do some research to identify your target market –
key attributes could include gender, age, location, income and spending habits. You can then buy
or rent mailing lists that fit the profile of your ideal customer or access them from your local library.
Better still, build up your own mailing list from data capture forms on landing pages or surveys.

Understand your customers
Knowing what makes your customers tick is vital. What are their needs, their motivations and the
problems they face? Look at your existing customer base and draw up profiles of your clients.
Your best customers can provide valuable ‘personas’ – templates for the type of customers that
you should be targeting. Segmenting your customer base allows you to identify valuable sales
opportunities and to succeed by targeting the right messages at specific audiences.

Qualify your customers
Not every lead is a hot prospect. If you’ve gathered a number of new leads from an advertising
campaign or an event, it’s important to qualify them before you make the next move. This is
especially important if you run a business-to-business (B2B) operation. To avoid spending too
much time trying to win over time-wasters, you should:
•
•
•
•

ascertain their needs and the budget they have to work with
identify the real decision-maker

discover what problems they have that you can solve
find out about their timescales

Read our blog on why ‘It’s harder than ever to get your message across to customers’ for
advice on understanding who your customers are, what challenges they face and articulating how
your business can help.
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2. Doing the groundwork

Create a selling toolkit
How do you convince a new customer that you can be trusted? Prospects may not be prepared
to take your word for it. Create a pack of compelling evidence – client testimonials are worth their
weight in gold, for example. Case studies show you in action, helping customers to solve their
problems. And samples and presentations also demonstrate the quality of your offering.

Nail your elevator pitch
How often do you falter when someone asks you about your business? An elevator pitch is a short
but compelling statement about who you are, what you do and what makes your business special.
It’s what you’d say to someone in a lift if you had 30 seconds to introduce yourself and make an
impact. Get it right and you’ll never be lost for words again. Make sure your elevator pitch highlights
your Unique Selling Point (USP), conveys your passion and shows how you help your customers.

Cold calling
The first time you pick up the phone to call a potential customer can be terrifying. But
so-called “cold calling” needn’t be daunting if you’ve targeted the right prospect and
you know exactly what you want to achieve from your call.
• Find somewhere quiet to make the call
• Choose a sensible time (it’s best to avoid Monday morning and Friday afternoons)
• Introduce yourself and make sure you are talking to the right person
• Smile. Even on the phone, a friendly confident manner will come across well
• As with any customer interaction, ask about their needs and listen to their answers
•	Have a prompt sheet. Jot down key points so that you aren’t stuck for words.
It’s worth anticipating questions and coming up with answers in advance
• Think about your objectives and make it clear why you’re calling
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The first time you pick up the phone to call a potential customer can
be terrifying. But so-called “cold calling” needn’t be daunting if you’ve
targeted the right prospect and you know exactly what you want to
achieve from your call.
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3. Face-to-face selling
Face-to-face selling happens all the time – in shops and showrooms, at
exhibitions and networking events, at pitches and presentations.
So no matter what type of business you run, you’ll need to make a good
impression in person if you want to sell your products and services.

As more communication is conducted via phone, email and social media, face-to-face meetings
can give you an edge over rivals that tend to keep themselves at a distance. In person, you can
build a stronger rapport, gauge reactions and help prospects overcome their challenges in a way
you can never do over the phone or email.

Be prepared
If you’re selling to another business, check out their website to read the latest company news and
views. It’s also worth Googling the person you are meeting and exploring their activity on social
media sites like Twitter and LinkedIn.

Create a bespoke presentation
The ubiquitous PowerPoint presentation may not always be the best approach – it can stifle real
conversation. But if you do need to present your solution, make sure it is tailor-made for the client
in question with specific references to them throughout.

Calm your nerves
There are two key ways to boost your confidence when it comes to face-to-face selling –
preparation and practice. But do be aware that most people get nervous in these situations. Take
a few deep breaths and smile!

Present a professional image
How you dress for a sales meeting often depends on what the norm is in your sector. Formal
attire can make you seem unapproachable but dressing too casually may suggest that you are
not taking the meeting seriously. With any new contact, it’s best to err on the side of caution and
look smart.

Be yourself
The biggest mistake you can make in selling is to try and act like a sales person. Don’t be a
fake – let your knowledge and enthusiasm shine through. People buy from people. Be yourself in
everything you do – not just in meetings but on social media as well. Focus on highlighting your
USPs to differentiate yourself from your competitors.
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3. Face-to-face selling

Listen and ask questions
Many people think that selling is about talking. But while you are busy talking, you’ve got
absolutely no idea what the customer is thinking. Focus on listening and don’t be afraid to ask
questions. No matter how much research you do beforehand, you can only truly understand your
customer by asking them to explain their goals, challenges and priorities in their own words.

Offer to help
Your customer is looking to buy a solution – whether they’re shopping for a dress or a complex
piece of equipment. So your job is to show how you can help. This is not just about ‘selling the
benefits’ in general, it’s about conveying to that customer how they’ll be better off if they buy from
you. One word of warning though – don’t sell them that solution until you’ve heard everything
they have to say, otherwise you could miss the target.

Surprise them
Customers often think they know exactly how a sales meeting is going to go, especially if they’ve
already seen a few other potential suppliers. The only unknowns are the costs. A great way to
stand out for all the right reasons is to tell them something they don’t know – something that
could even change their strategy. That way, you’ve established your expertise and you’ve helped
them already.

Don’t give up
If you can’t seal the deal at the meeting, don’t give up and walk away. Often a “no” is a “not yet”.
Try and keep the discussion open by scheduling a follow-up call or inviting them to a forthcoming
event. Don’t be pushy – just find a way to keep the conversation open. If you add them to your
mailing list, for instance, you may find that they come back to buy at a later date.

Ten ways to make your presentations shine
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Tailor the presentation to your audience
Tell them how you can help
Don’t spend too long telling them how good you are
Don’t waste time describing the company history
Explain your key messages up front
Tell your audience what to expect
Have a clear structure
Stick to three or four main points
Summarise your key messages at the end
Reiterate the benefits of working with you
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4. Closing the sale
The biggest challenge in selling is undoubtedly the final hurdle – sealing
the deal! But by anticipating objections and planning your negotiation
strategy, you can learn to close a sale more often.

Raise objections yourself
This may seem risky but raising objections and dealing with them well is incredibly persuasive. If
you leave it to the client to raise the objection then you are likely to be on the back foot. And if noone raises any concerns, then the issues remain unresolved. A good opener is: “Some people are
concerned about this…but we make sure that doesn’t happen by…”

Offer options
It’s always worth offering customers options so it’s not just a yes/no situation and the customer
feels in control. Present choices that work for you whichever one they select – but nine times out
of ten, they will plump for the middle way so that should be your favourite route too.

Deal with price objections
The chances are that at some time, you will hear that your price is too expensive. This can be a
negotiating tactic but often it means you’ve missed something – perhaps the customer just doesn’t
have the budget or you are charging more than the market rate. The key thing is to show the
prospect that you offer the best value and manage price expectations from the start.

Aim for a win-win deal
It’s a cliché but it’s also true that the deal that works for both parties is usually the strongest. The
best way to arrive at a win-win deal is to explore all the options until you find a solution that meets
the needs of both sides.

Work out your trade-offs in advance
What concessions are you willing to make? Before the meeting, be clear about your bottom line
and where there is wiggle room – that way you keep control of the negotiation while showing the
customer how flexible you are.
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4. Closing the sale

Watch their body language
Pay attention to the hands. If the person you are negotiating with makes a palms down gesture, they
won’t change their mind, so stop pushing. If someone is touching their face, it is a sign that they are
uncomfortable for some reason. So stop and ask them if they have any concerns at this point.

Have confidence
At the end of the meeting, ask directly for the sale. And if you are not sure if the customer has
agreed to buy, double-check. This is your best chance to seal the deal then and there – don’t leave
it hanging. A firm handshake is a good way to confirm it too.

What are buyers worried about?
The idea that everyone loves to buy is a myth. More often than not buyers are worried
about making a purchase. Reassurance is key – tell them that others have faced the same
issues and that you have successfully helped them. Above all, work out how you can
reassure buyers about these common concerns:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Will the product or service live up to its promise?
Will it meet my particular needs?
Is this the best company in this field?
Is the price right?
Have other customers been satisfied with this product or service?
Will this buying decision get approval from my colleagues?
What happens next?
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2. Xyxyxyxy

The biggest challenge in selling is undoubtedly the final hurdle –
sealing
the deal! But by anticipating objections and planning your
Xyxxyxyxyxy
negotiation strategy, you can learn to close a sale more often.
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5. Online selling
The multi-channel experience gives customers more choice about where,
when and how to buy. At the same time, it also gives you wider opportunities
to sell. Your challenge is to make sure that you are consistently at your best
wherever customers find you – whether in person or online.

The number of multi-channel shoppers is growing and the good news is that they often spend
more than those who stick to one way of shopping.
Businesses like yours need to understand and cater to lots of different buying behaviours. Your
customers may window shop online before visiting your physical store to buy. Or they may prefer
to browse in person but order from the comfort of their sofa.
If you offer a service, some customers may have made up their mind about you from checking
out your website long before they have picked up the phone.
Five ways to improve your multi-channel offering:
•
•
•
•
•

Give customers a wide choice of ways to buy
Ensure your full product range is available via all channels
Make your customer service seamless across all channels
Boost margins by offering your best deals via your lowest cost channel
Reward those that are loyal to your business across several channels

Boost your online sales
Your website is up and running and the orders are coming in – but what can you do to increase
your online sales? If you have healthy traffic but poor conversion statistics, here are a few simple
ways to improve your sales results:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

S
 implify the process - Amazon offers ‘One-Click’ buying – so count the number of steps
people have to take to buy from you online and try to cut them to as few as possible.
Insisting on registration for instance, is counter-productive
Improve your website navigation - make sure your site is well laid out and easy to explore.
If visitors can’t find what they are looking for within a few seconds, they will leave
M
 ake it professional - don’t give a bad impression with poor quality images or spelling
mistakes in your website copy
Give visitors a nudge - include a clear call to action on every page
B
 uild trust - include endorsements and testimonials from satisfied customers and
highlight any accreditations or affiliations that you have. Don’t hide your address or
telephone number either
M
 ake it secure - choose a reputable payment provider and display their details on your
website. Adding Sage Pay to your website is an easy, low-cost way to enable customers to
pay via credit and debit cards or PayPal.
B
 e honest - give clear information about delivery costs and any extras that have to be paid
for. If this isn’t revealed until checkout, you’ll lose a lot of business at the final hurdle
Upsell and cross-sell - try offering bundled deals and multi-buy discounts or flag up
associated products that customers may also be interested in
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The number of multi-channel shoppers is growing and the good news is
that they often spend more than those who stick to one way of shopping

6. The sales pipeline
A sales pipeline allows you to minimise the peaks and troughs in your business.
This is not just about handling your workload, it’s about ensuring your cashflow
doesn’t enter the danger zone.

However, managing your sales pipeline is often easier said than done. It means that you may
have to look for new business during some of your busiest times so that when it all calms down,
there is more work in the pipeline.

Make sales forecasts
A sales forecast gives you something to aim for and it enables you to plan better – especially
when you are growing your business. Previous sales records allow you to set a benchmark and
create a sales forecast that is realistic and achievable. You’ll need to take into account seasonal
fluctuations. Our Sage One Accounting software has been designed for small business owners
who need a quick and easy way of managing their finances and keeping an eye on their cashflow.

Be persistent
The process of winning over customers takes time and top sales people do well because they are
persistent. They know that you have to keep in touch with some prospects for months before they
agree to buy. Take a systematic approach to following up leads and find ways to keep in touch
with interested prospects that just aren’t ready to buy yet.

Keep good records
No matter how small your business is, you can’t keep all your prospect and customer detail in
your head. Customer Relationship Management (CRM) software like Sage CRM allow you to
record details of every customer contact so that you keep existing customers loyal and don’t lose
sight of potential new business. And by drilling down into your customer data, you can target key
messages at specific audiences, improving your conversion rates.
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7. Finding new sales
opportunities
If you want to grow your business, you’ll need to focus on new
opportunities to broaden your market.

Attend exhibitions
Trade and consumer shows deliver lots of prospects in one place. What’s more, visitors are there
expressly to make new contacts, to learn, to browse and to buy. As an exhibitor, make sure you
have an easy way to collect visitor information so that you can follow up leads after the show.

Get networking
Like exhibitions, business networking events offer the chance to make valuable contacts.
However, unlike exhibitions, these encounters rarely lead to instant new business and overt
selling is usually frowned upon. Networking does pay off over time but instead of trying to sell
your products or services to everyone you meet, focus on selling yourself as a real person who
they might want to do business with at a later date, or pass your details to someone in need of
your services.
Read our ‘Networking advice for start-ups and small businesses’ blog for more handy tips on
how to network effectively and how to follow up with people you meet.

Build connections online
Twitter is a great way to reach new and potential customers online by sharing information about
your business with links back to your latest blogs or news articles, forthcoming events or landing
pages for your products or services. Follow us on Twitter @SageUK to see how we do this.
You can also find new opportunities on LinkedIn by joining industry groups and by connecting
with key influencers in your sector. Online forums and messageboards like the Sage Business
Community are also a great way to share your expertise by being helpful online so that your
reputation grows and new leads follow.

Consider exporting
If you’re already delighting customers in your own country, consider going into new markets
overseas, especially if you sell online. You’ll need to do the necessary market research and take
into account language and cultural differences but the UK Trade & Investment (UKTI) and
Enterprise Ireland websites offer a wealth of resources and practical help.

Sell more to existing customers
One of the easiest ways to boost revenue is to sell more to your existing customers by crossselling and up-selling. Often customers aren’t aware of your entire range of products and services
so look at what they’ve bought before and offer them other relevant goods and services. Offering
upgrades, deals and freebies can convince customers to spend more. Maximise cross-selling
opportunities on your website or in-store by grouping items together.
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Tendering for contracts
Tendering gives you the chance to pitch for large contracts, especially
from public sector organisations. National and local government are
committed to shifting their procurement to more small firms like
yours so the opportunities are there for taking. Details of public sector
contracts are available on the GOV.UK Contracts Finder website.

8. Managing your sales team
Recruiting and managing sales staff can be challenging, but there are some
crucial ways to get the best out of your sales team.

Hire for attitude
A great salesperson is confident, tenacious, enthusiastic and self-motivated. They can handle
pressure and they are not put off by knock-backs. Selling is all about listening, so be wary of
someone who does all the talking at interview.

Set targets
Targets help to keep salespeople fired up. But the worst thing you can do is to set overly
ambitious targets that will only be demoralising. Instead, work closely with your team to set
achievable goals and review progress on a regular basis.

Offer incentives
Rewards can be extremely effective at keeping your salespeople at the top of their game. But
remember, everyone is motivated by different things – so work closely with individual members of
your team to find the best incentives for them.

Support your team
Sales don’t happen in a vacuum. Support your sales team by keeping them up to date on
company developments. It’s also vital that sales and marketing staff work together effectively –
your marketing strategy should be developed specifically to create more sales opportunities.

The top five selling mistakes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Talking too much and not listening
Delivering a long and boring presentation
Failing to anticipate customer objections
Being too timid to close the sale
Squandering leads by failing to follow up
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Need more help?
For more free business guides, tips and advice, visit our
Sage One blog at http://uk.sageone.com/blog/ (UK)
and www.sageone.ie/blog/ (Ireland)
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